Choosing
the right
technology
for education

In schools and universities, technology has
a major role to play. Not just in teaching and
learning, but also in preparing pupils and
students for the workplaces of the future.
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In fact, 65% of jobs
that students will
apply for do not
exist today.

No matter the course, subject or learning
space, XMA and Apple can help you
respond to your specific education
challenges and objectives.
Here’s how.

Learning can happen anywhere
Today, every big education decision must consider remote learning.
For an effective blended learning approach, you need to adopt the right technology.
Make staff and students life easier by choosing Apple devices that are easy to set-up
and maintain with the support of XMA distanced learning support if they need.

49% of teachers aren’t confident
that their remote education
solution is sustainable for high
quality education in the future1
Empower students to work anywhere, at any time with Apple and XMA services.
• A
 pple devices are designed to
connect seamlessly to networks and
shared devices

• A
 pple technology has apps and
features to help students work harder
in and out of the classroom

Help learners thrive
Improving performance,
engagement and motivation are
essential factors for educators.

Over 80% of educators
have identified technology
as a great way to improve
engagement in classrooms2

•	With features such as animation with
narration and text embedded images,
Apple devices support accessibility
and enhance learning experiences
• E
 veryone Can Create and Everyone Can
Code curriculums help students develop
their creative and problem-solving skills
• O
 ur Digital Learning Team are all lifelong
educators and can advise on how best to
use technology to enhance learning
•	We offer tailored training sessions to help
you get the most from your Apple devices

Keep
conversations
going
Whether teaching is
happening in-person or
remotely, collaboration and
reflective thinking are crucial
for effective learning.

•	Apple supports free apps that allow students
to collaborate and solve problems creatively
– things like Teams, iMovie and Keynote
• A
 irDrop lets learners instantly share notes
and documents to nearby Mac and iPad
•	Students can start creating on iPad, then
pick up the task later on Mac – while
benefiting from all day battery life

Make IT’s
life easier

Finance can
be flexible

IT resource is often stretched, with excessive
time spent on maintenance tasks, such as
deployment and management.

Understandably, every institution wants
the best possible technology. But budget
constraints can be a barrier.
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51% of IT leaders
in schools feel they
don’t have adequate
staffing to implement
new technology3

Support your teams with XMA professional
services. Make us an extension of your IT team.

Make your budgets go further with
Apple Financial Services from XMA.
• F
 lexible upgrades give you complete
control of your refresh cycle
•	We consider the high residual value of
Apple devices up front to lower costs

•	We can help you manage device
distribution and configuration

• I nnovative financing options
make it easy to bring Apple
products to your institution

•	Our 24/7 UK-operated Service Desk gives
you a single point of contact for all requests

• F
 ull transparency and clarity around
costs – you can relaX with XMA

•	iPad and Mac are easy to set up,
maintain and use

Go one step eXtra
with XMA and Apple
Your business is our specialism. XMA always puts you first and nurtures your
education institution to future success.
Apple products are made to empower every student. And we’re at the forefront of
deploying and supporting Apple technology – helping education institutions move
to a more blended learning environment with powerful, effective technology.
We can help you deliver the tools for teaching. Contact us today.
GET IN TOUCH
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